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constant velocity sideshafts gkn cv sideshafts are manufactured are lightweighted and feature the latest on the
back of over 30 years of continuous development of gkn driveline products gkn motorsport cv joints provide
significant weight reduction cooler running temperatures and enhanced joint life and performance what makes
gkn automotive the technology leader in driveshaft systems gkn automotive s continuous development of cv
joints makes them lighter smaller and more powerful gkn automotive produced the world s first constant
velocity joint more than 60 years ago now every car has them and the company remains the world s largest cv
joint the global leader in drive systems gkn automotive is a world leading global automotive technology
company that pioneered electric drive systems and is now driving the future of transportation we have been
inventing the future for 250 years and are now the trusted partner for 90 of the world s automotive companies
specialising in select one of the filter options below to find a location gkn technology and know how for flexible
solutions by tailor made drive shafts joints or four wheel drive systems in small series motorsport and spare
parts market gkn constant velocity cv driveshafts are ideally suited for applications where unequal joint angles
are encountered and low vibration generation is needed they are reliable and proven transmission elements
typical applications of gkn constant velocity driveshafts for example bottling machines pump drives view
gallery gkn driveline is developing an innovative driveshaft concept that literally turns inside out the
traditional configuration of the constant velocity joint cvj bringing potential benefits to both high performance
rear wheel drive vehicles and future electric vehicles evs gkn constant velocity driveshafts are ideally suited
for applications where unequal joint angles are encountered and low vibration generation is needed cv joints
and driveshafts manufactured by gkn lobro are suitable for a wide variety of industrial applications gkn con
stant velocity joints and constant velocity drive shafts are used for example in the following applications filling
machines soil compactors packing machines machine tools textile machines mill drives printing machines wind
turbines track vehicles marine applications commercial vehicles pump drives gkn lobro vl constant velocity
joints allow shaft angles up to 18 and can plunge to allow for axial movement vl plunging joints provide
constant angular velocity even when the input and output angles aren t equal gkn automotive at a glance gkn
automotive s market leading driveline division demonstrates strength in depth with an extensive portfolio of
products that combine value with technical expertise the technologies span high volume low cost vehicles to
top end premium cars with complex all wheel drive driving dynamics driveshafts constant velocity fixed joints
allow shafts angles up to 40 special designs up to 50 but no axial move ment abbrevaition rf constant velocity
plunging joints allow shaft angles up to 18 special designs up to 22 and have an integrated length
compensation the plunging force is low abbreviation vl printing bronco ii gkn style rear constant velocity cv
driveshaft there were 3 different styles of rear driveshafts used in the ford bronco ii from 1984 1985 the
bronco ii used a double cardan spicer style rear driveshaft from 1986 1990 they used a gkn style cv constant
velocity rear driveshaft shown above catalog vl joints plunging gkn lobro vl constant velocity joints allow shaft
angles up to 18 and can plunge to allow for axial movement vl plunging joints provide constant angular
velocity even when the input and output angles aren t equal torque range 427 to 29 502 lb ft 580 to 40 000 nm
the company mainly produces isometric universal drive shafts cross universal drive shafts and other
transmission system components on march 29 2018 melrose industries melrose acquired gkn after the
acquisition gkn split into several business units and became part of melrose additionally gkn constant velocity
driveshafts are strongly compatible with applications where unequal joint angles are encountered and low
vibration generation is needed we are proud to feature constant velocity cv joints and driveshafts from gkn
lobro gkn driveline japan ltd business report up until fy ended dec 2014 business policies the company aims to
raise its constant velocity joint cvj market share in japan to 20 by 2019 from current 15
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constant velocity sideshafts gkn cv sideshafts are manufactured are lightweighted and feature the latest on the
back of over 30 years of continuous development of gkn driveline products gkn motorsport cv joints provide
significant weight reduction cooler running temperatures and enhanced joint life and performance

what makes gkn automotive the technology leader in driveshaft
Mar 15 2024

what makes gkn automotive the technology leader in driveshaft systems gkn automotive s continuous
development of cv joints makes them lighter smaller and more powerful gkn automotive produced the world s
first constant velocity joint more than 60 years ago now every car has them and the company remains the
world s largest cv joint
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the global leader in drive systems gkn automotive is a world leading global automotive technology company
that pioneered electric drive systems and is now driving the future of transportation we have been inventing
the future for 250 years and are now the trusted partner for 90 of the world s automotive companies
specialising in

gkn driveline services gkn solutions gkn driveline our
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select one of the filter options below to find a location gkn technology and know how for flexible solutions by
tailor made drive shafts joints or four wheel drive systems in small series motorsport and spare parts market
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gkn constant velocity cv driveshafts are ideally suited for applications where unequal joint angles are
encountered and low vibration generation is needed they are reliable and proven transmission elements
typical applications of gkn constant velocity driveshafts for example bottling machines pump drives

gkn constant velocity joint sae international
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view gallery gkn driveline is developing an innovative driveshaft concept that literally turns inside out the
traditional configuration of the constant velocity joint cvj bringing potential benefits to both high performance
rear wheel drive vehicles and future electric vehicles evs
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gkn constant velocity driveshafts are ideally suited for applications where unequal joint angles are
encountered and low vibration generation is needed cv joints and driveshafts manufactured by gkn lobro are
suitable for a wide variety of industrial applications
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gkn con stant velocity joints and constant velocity drive shafts are used for example in the following
applications filling machines soil compactors packing machines machine tools textile machines mill drives
printing machines wind turbines track vehicles marine applications commercial vehicles pump drives
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gkn lobro vl constant velocity joints allow shaft angles up to 18 and can plunge to allow for axial movement vl
plunging joints provide constant angular velocity even when the input and output angles aren t equal

company gkn automotive
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gkn automotive at a glance gkn automotive s market leading driveline division demonstrates strength in depth
with an extensive portfolio of products that combine value with technical expertise the technologies span high
volume low cost vehicles to top end premium cars with complex all wheel drive driving dynamics
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driveshafts constant velocity fixed joints allow shafts angles up to 40 special designs up to 50 but no axial
move ment abbrevaition rf constant velocity plunging joints allow shaft angles up to 18 special designs up to
22 and have an integrated length compensation the plunging force is low abbreviation vl printing
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bronco ii gkn style rear constant velocity cv driveshaft there were 3 different styles of rear driveshafts used in
the ford bronco ii from 1984 1985 the bronco ii used a double cardan spicer style rear driveshaft from 1986
1990 they used a gkn style cv constant velocity rear driveshaft shown above

constant velocity driveshafts the rowland company
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catalog vl joints plunging gkn lobro vl constant velocity joints allow shaft angles up to 18 and can plunge to
allow for axial movement vl plunging joints provide constant angular velocity even when the input and output
angles aren t equal torque range 427 to 29 502 lb ft 580 to 40 000 nm

gkn china holding company ltd marklines automotive
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the company mainly produces isometric universal drive shafts cross universal drive shafts and other
transmission system components on march 29 2018 melrose industries melrose acquired gkn after the
acquisition gkn split into several business units and became part of melrose
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additionally gkn constant velocity driveshafts are strongly compatible with applications where unequal joint
angles are encountered and low vibration generation is needed we are proud to feature constant velocity cv
joints and driveshafts from gkn lobro

gkn driveline japan ltd business report up until fy ended
Jan 01 2023

gkn driveline japan ltd business report up until fy ended dec 2014 business policies the company aims to raise
its constant velocity joint cvj market share in japan to 20 by 2019 from current 15
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